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1. Introduction

The paper will focus on the mechanisms of policy-making in the ‘centre of government’ in Estonia. This is one of the most discussed issues in the recent years in Estonia and not only in Estonia. All Eastern European and CIS countries are faced with serious problems of balancing the relations between different actors in policy-making process and with ineffectiveness of government in decision-making on both dimensions: political and administrative.

This is a revised paper, presented to the ECPR Joint Session of workshops in Copenhagen, April 2000. Further changes in this paper would be made after the format of analysis will be elaborated at the NISPAcee  conference.


2. Institutional structure of Estonian government

Estonia is the typical parliamentary democracy. The functions of the three branches of authority  – legislative, executive and judicial are determined in the Constitution of the Republic of Estonia, promulgated on 28th June 1992. The Head of the State of Estonia is the President, who exercises mainly representative functions. At the same time President has the power, according to article 107 in Constitution, to refuse to proclaim a law passed by the Riigikogu and, within fourteen days after its receipt, return the law, together with his or her reasoned resolution, to the Riigikogu for a new debate and decision. As the legislation enables via various precepts the involvement by the President, the charismatic President of the Republic of Estonia elected in 1992 has significantly influenced political processes, especially during the first period of his term.

Party system and the Government** The term “cabinet” means in Estonian political vocabulary an informal meeting of Government members.  Therefore Government is used to denote the official institution of top executive authority.
. Estonia is a vivid example of political multi-party system. Due to the lack of dominant parties (there are 5-6 influential political forces) the party-spectrum is substantially fragmented.  Thus, frequent cabinet-changes are been as fairly common. (Table 1) There have been nine governments in Estonia since 1990, including minority governments, which were in office almost two years. Currently, there is a coalition of three political parties: conservatives, liberals and social democrats. Prime minister is a leader of conservative party Pro Partia.

According to the Government of the Republic Act (GRA), promulgated on 20th October 1992 and refined on 13th December 1995, the Government shall not comprise more than 15 members. Currently, there are 14 Ministers in the Government and the Prime Minister, who is the head of government. Ministers are divided between ministers who are the executive heads of the ministries and ministers without portfolio (The Minister of Population and the Minister of regional Affairs).

Parliament authorises the candidate for a Prime Minister to form the government. As well the Government is accountable to the Riigikogu. According to the Constitution the Riigikogu possesses the right express the mistrust towards the Government, to the Prime Minister or individual ministers, through the vote of no confidence. In the case of vote of non-confidence to the Prime Minister, the whole Cabinet shall resign. 

Administrative structures. State Chancellery (Riigikantselei) has main function to manage the operations of and provide support services to the Government and to the Prime Minister; to manage the relations of the Government with the Riigikogu and other constitutional institutions; to co-ordinate the work of State Information System and the training of state officials and local government officials. All administrative support structures of the Prime Minister are formally units at the State chancellery. (See Figure 1.)


3. The role of parties in assuring loyalty of cabinet members.

Three parties that may fill the entire party spectrum from right to left form government: from libertarian Reform party to the member of Socialist International -- Moderates. That is clear evidence of office seeking orientation of coalition parties. [Schofield & Laver 1991] Two of them -- Moderates and Pro Patria are the outcome of several amalgamations of parties. One may reveal faction in these parties up to the present day. The third - Reform party is like elitist cadre party, applying to the "successful" and therefore has difficulties in ensuring integrity of views. 

Estonian parties are relatively small, not yet well structured and not deeply rooted: local caucus are as a rule inactive with volatile membership. Parties have underdeveloped support structures, especially analytical and planning one's. Historically they became very dependent on the interest groups, especially institutional one's, i.e. on their donations. Large Nordic companies captured recently largest companies, for instance banks,, and the path of donation money would shorten substantially. The competition for the interest group support (!) heightened.

There are frequent differences in opinion not only on concrete, but also on fundamental issues between parties. One may notice the competition (what they call scoring) between them to forward their specific promises in the Coalition Agreement. It is quite common to multi-party systems that the fear of political success of one of the coalition partner, lead other parties to restrain the government’s common action. [Allum 1995:314] Because of large ideological distance, these parties may during some period to agree upon the concrete issues, relying the logrolling. [Allum 1995: 390] On principal issues is much difficult to bargain. Therefore the solution of many of critical issues has been already postponed to the future. But, the cleavages inside party as well as factional alliances between single members of parties are not less frequent. Politicians are complaining that their ministers may break agreements achieved during the cabinet discussion and also that they may compete with party fellows also in the media.

Our observation is that the relative strength of parties in the Government is dependent on the extent the party leadership is concentrated in the Government. [Meny, 1990, 235] That is the case of Pro Patria. Ministers of Moderates are managed from the Parliament (Riigikogu). These parties have less problems of integrity that the Reform party, because their leadership is divided between these two institutions.

How, then, is possible to speak about the united and efficient Government that is in office already more than one year? There are several important reasons and at current period these variables have simultaneous impact. The first of them is deriving from the specific of Estonian party spectrum. The party - Central party - that won election last year was not able to form the coalition and is in very strong, adversarial opposition. There is almost no possibility that one of three parties from the coalition could go into alliance with the Centre party (CP). Coalition parties are explaining this with the reference on cases of dishonest behaviour of its leader. Personal preferences are playing too big role in Estonian politics indeed. But actual reason is that the leader of CP is the strongest political leader relying on the strongest and biggest party. Besides he is absolutely brilliant player of political games and has won in situations what other were estimated as hopeless. Therefore, any alliance with CP would result in the clear domination of that party in coalition politics and probably in the splintering of the satellite party.

The inconceivability of other coalition and very strong pressure from the opposition is one of basic variable of the integration of current Government. But from the perspective of decision-making process there are other equally important variables.

4. Devices of the neutralisation of potential conflicts inside the Government.

There has formed a very widespread explanation that the reason of the segmentation of the previous Government was too strong link and consequent dependence of the Minister on civil service, especially on the chancellor. This was the reason -- as stated -- why ministers started to oppose to the general line of the Government.** In 1997 chancellors proposed to establish the Chancellor's council with a right to approve as Government decisions ones that were not disputed during the harmonisation chain between ministries. This idea was defeated at the last moment by the Government.

Naturally, current Government has made decisive efforts to take leading positions in the policy-making process. [Smith: 1990: 233] Civil service was missed the right to participate at the ministerial commissions as substitutes to the minister. They were also withdrawn from the Government session, held on Tuesday morning (Appendix 1), where the ratification of decisions mostly takes place.*** For instance, at one Government session during 67 minutes 47 decisions were made.* Besides, to establish the control over the preparation of proposals coming from the ministries**** As reported by respondents, 85-90 % of issues in the government agenda are settled inside ministries.**, included technically complex decisions, and also from inter-ministerial commissions, officials, formally politically and personally loyal to the minister, replaced neutral chancellors. It is difficult to estimate to what extent these measures have increased the loyalty of ministers to the Government policy. Politicians from current coalition have been always with quite strong suspicion towards the reliability and professionalism civil service.
What is obvious, however, is that attempts to reduce the autonomy of the civil service has remarkably reduced the decentralisation of decision making in Government and autonomy of the minister from party in comparison with the previous Government, that resulted in the inefficiency of political decision-making. Therefore we would speak about the limited selective decentralisation [H. Mintzberg, 1983] of administrative dimension of Government decision-making and, as the precondition, about the re-centralisation of political dimension.

This configuration of decentralisation is conducive to some dangers. [Allum 1995: 392] The inhibition of civil service from the decision-making process could weaken the dimension of feasibility of implementation in policy programs. [Guy Peters, 1989] Hence, the initial political purposes may substantially modify in final results. This is ground for the increasing mistrust between politicians and civil servants. The backup information about the real policy-results may also become restrained and civil servants may stop to make proposals for the policy corrections by themselves. For avoiding these pitfalls Government is currently preparing the new Act of Administrative arrangements that is legalising the political appointees to the higher civil service. This arrangement is in our opinion not appropriate for the balancing politico-administrative relations, because between political nominees and the rest of civil service the new inhibitor-zone will emerge. If the Minister and Chancellor may accept similar values and visions, then the subculture and (restricted) point of view of senior civil service is substantially more alien to the political leadership.

On the other hand, politicians in Estonia are considering the specific vision of civil service too often and unfairly as coming from the interested or even corrupt position. (The reasons of that superstition I have considered in forthcoming article: [Baker]) This specific position is much often than is expected by politicians concerned with the public good or at least with the long-term considerations and interest. At the same time, the party- specific vision of politicians departs too often – as in case of the public administration reform - from the cost-benefit analysis of political business cycle. Besides, in seeking financial and political support, politicians intended through such reorganisation to cut access of interest groups (IG) to the level of civil service and to assure the easy and direct access of IG to the politicians. Such dependence inevitably will contribute and has resulted in the emergence of IG bias in decision-making process that may damage the public or long-term interests of the development. ** Very representative case for this article is the decision to reorganise the State Health Insurance system into the Public Corporation. This decision was made in spite the opposition from the Ministers of Finance and Justice, members of Reform party. In that case they clearly departed from the logic and interest of financial risks and legal considerations. i.e. professional values. Other members of Reform party as well as Moderates (with Social Democrats background) voted for that libertarian step. What was at the stake? It was the access of representatives of political parties and business to the investment decisions of sick funds. This is the right to command the sum that is equivalent to the 1/5 government budget without any administrative intervention from outside. 

Much clear correlation is between the pragmatic unity of the Government and political support structures. [Blondel & Müller-Rommel: 1988, Introduction]

Before issue is formally ratified at the Government session, real decisions are made and controversies are settled at the Cabinet meetings, Coalition Council (CC), regular consultations with factions, and sometimes at the coalition seminars.

Informal cabinet (CM) meetings are held in the Government residence at the suburb of Tallinn weekly in Tuesday night. These are much longer, average of 4 hours and issues are discussed ca. 20 minutes each. The regular participation at these meetings would indicate the circle the current Government is considering as permitted to influence the policy decisions. Alongside with ministers, leaders of Riigikogu factions, the prime minister advisers, government adviser and state secretary with her aid are permanent members of the CM. Staff from the Bureau of PA reform and bureau of European integration are attending the CM monthly. Civil service is represented at discussion of one-two issues, but not by the chancellor but by senior civil servants.

The main role of these meeting is to transfer the discussion of disputable issues into the informal context that may increase the collective spirit in drowning down the strictness and rigidity of individual positions. In the informal environment individual traits of authority, political skills and experience may play more important role in achieving compromise, especially in case the Prime Minister. Hence, in that way cabinet is becoming more collegial and more hierarchical (towards the single member) simultaneously without splintering the unity of cabinet members. 

The second function of the cabinet is to shade as much as possible a shady side of Government life: first of all details of the disagreement and certain politically sensitive issues. [Kingdom 1991: 313] One explanation of that desire is the intention to avoid the misinterpretations of things by the public press that have too often created negative emotion inside and outside of the Government. This is not the main reason however. The speaker to the PM or affiliated journalist are regularly publishing comments on issues that have not been yet decided. In that manner cabinet is trying to sound about the possible reactions of non-represented interests and public opinion general on different alternatives of the decisions.

The role of cabinet meetings may as well reflect the character of the agenda, which is confidential. We would divide issues discussed into four classes:

1.	Information and deliberation of policy alternatives or decisions that member of the cabinet intend to introduce in near future into the official agenda. This is the device for the reduction of asymmetry of information and understanding, and for the identification of possible controversies the decision/ policy could create.

2.	The report on agreements achieved or decisions to delegate the disputable issue to the ad hoc ministerial working group.

3.	Politically sensitive decisions on concrete issues, such as citizenship, foreign policy etc. The other part is issues that have already caused intensive public reaction.

4.	Concrete decisions of investments or financial deals of the Government,

CM is traditional unwritten institution that all Government have used. The style of meetings and therefore its function is however rather different. Under the previous Government the cabinet meeting was like forum, where long and general discussions were hold, and decisions were made after hard bargains. After the minority cabinet came into office, the other “filtration meeting” before the formal Government session was established on Monday night. Top civil servants attended both. Under the current government the Cabinet meeting is held long before the issue is considered at the official Government session, at the beginning of preparatory stage of policy proposal. This is a meeting where the concrete important issues are settled and deals are made. Disagreements are usually settled outside of cabinet meetings: in ad hoc ministerial commissions, Coalition Council etc. That style has substantially increased the capacity of political decision of the Government with such heterogeneous composition. This is because before the experts are starting to work out details, Government has formulated clear directives on the principal solutions.

This conclusion is true with several important reservations. This way of decision-making has increased the uncertainty in two ways. On the one hand, various ministers (or participants) are interpreting the real meaning of details of these oral deliberations rather differently as the written record is not held and decisions are not formulated in detail in the protocol of the CM. As a result the information asymmetry between political and administrative level has increased in some cases.

The other reservation is even more important. Although the Government has developed effective devices of decision-making bypassing potential conflicts, nevertheless many real controversies on important issues had not disappeared but are left out of agenda to “waiting list”. Government has made difficult decisions during the first year. Because parties might insist in the implementation of promises, formulated in the Coalition Agreement. These were more or less the decisions aimed to achieve the external effect, but consequences of these decisions are difficult to predict. The longer the Government has been at the office the more clearly it has focused on the politically sensitive but less important decision from the longer policy perspective. (Exceptions are issues raised by the PM.) And, the more one may conceive particular interest of selected IG in these decisions. First of all these issues should be solved behind the closed doors and then to be sound about the possible reactions. 

The inability to make decisions on crucial issues is becoming more and more restraining variable of Government policy. This is acute for instance in case the PA reform. (Later we demonstrate how PM and its support staff may soften the problem of indecisiveness in that area.) Sooner or later the Government is faced with question: whether to enter into the period of low efficiency or to start to seek principal solutions with the danger to the unity. This is one of the main conclusions of our deliberations.

One part of such difficult decisions is transferred to the Coalition Council (CC) for consideration. CC is the forum where representatives from government and parliament faction are meeting. This is also regular meeting and is held not weekly but less frequently (usually twice in month). Why this forum may be more efficient device for settling controversies? 

The dead end in discussions between the members of the Government may emerge not because the sides are irreconcilable. Sometimes minister cannot agree with the compromise, because of fear to take responsibility for decisions that party members may disapprove. (Hence, when ministers are leaders of the party this would happen rarely.) The personal image could also be at the stake. If the leftist Minister of Social Affairs agrees abolishing the corporate income tax, the proposal that has introduced by the right politicians, his image would suffer substantially. Or when right wing minister of Culture started to introduce the indicator of efficiency in the management of museums, her intentions met angry resistance and critique. CC should be the device to overcome similar problems.

The Government has still retained integrity, collegial style of decision-making and teamwork environment. One should not forget, that in small and corporatist Estonia good individual informal contacts and previous joint experience of politicians might play very important role, even between members of opposition and coalition, because the behaviour or other side is more understandable and predictable. This is especially important in avoiding unintentional conflicts between members of Government.

The fit between different policies and feasibility of their implementation is dependent on the consistent and analytically correct strategy of the coalition. Members of current government are often referring to the Coalition Agreement as a source of consistent policy proposals. To the large extent this is a myth. The coalition agreement is composed during several weeks as the letter of intentions. This piece of paper did not rely on the comprehensive analysis of state of affairs in various sectors and hence the proposals, made in the Coalition agreement are very often difficult to fit with the real circumstances. A very good example is the intention to raise the efficiency of the political leadership at the ministries. The actual solutions proposed are very controversial and in our opinion have reduced the decision-making capacity of ministers. Other parts of the CA were composed by the single items, picked up from the Ministerial strategies and therefore, broke away from the context where is feasible for the implementation. In sum, the absence of analytical capacity of parties is one of the most important restraints, preventing the formation of consistent policy agenda. Obviously this is also a good indicator of the strength of the parties in carrying out one's basic functions. [Beyme, 1985, ch.1] 

The basic problem of Estonian politics is consistency. Important decisions are usually made without basic consensus with the opposition. Therefore changes of coalitions may result in the termination of large amount of policies launched under the previous Government or substantial revision of them. Obviously this is a very expensive adventure that, besides, has reduced the incentives of experts and civil servants in the policy advice with high quality. In sum, on the other hand, the formula of decentralisation chosen by the Government has some negative impact on its administrative capacity, especially to the capacity of ministers.

5. Decentralisation of administrative dimension of Government decision-making

5.1. Authority and competence of ministers

Increasing autonomy of ministers is one of the most common indicators of the decentralisation of the decision-making in government, to cope with the overload of the Cabinet agenda and with the increasing need for professionalism in decision-making. This autonomy should be balanced with deeply rooted and strong political parties and sufficient capacity of the Prime Minister staff to assure political unity of the government. Otherwise the diffusion and segmentation of the main decision-making body will take place.

The discretion and competence of ministers in the Cabinet may be evaluated and determined by the following factors that confirmed during out fieldwork:

(a)	Character of relation between the Minister and the Prime Minister: whether the PM is intervening to the area of governance of the minister or whether the PM has efficient devices for the coordination general policy issues;
(b)	Relative integrity and structuration of political party, incl. ability to provide coherent and consistent policy strategy;
(c)	 Personal traits of the minister and his/her position in political party; incl. his/ her previous experience in the Parliament and government. This thesis confirmed very strongly in Estonia.
(d)	The role of minister vis-a-vis ministerial administration.

Estonian example confirms vividly that personal connections of ministers with the Prime Minister are very important in enhancing ones’ position in government. All Prime Ministers have relied on different Ministries and ministers in decision-making in Estonia. It proceeded from specific background and field of interest of the Prime Minister. For example, the Prime Minister of current Government is focusing mainly on European Union issues, educational policy and administrative reform issues. Previous head of the Government focused on the legal reform, culture and industrial policy etc. Especially pronounced was the impact of personal links of PM and the Minister of Justice to the policy profile and style. Sectoral approach could make the Government more hierarchic and segmented. Division of labour between sectoral and generic policy issues would enhance the leadership role of PM.

The administrative power basis of individual ministers under the current Government is remarkably weaker that previously. As mentioned earlier, specific configuration of politco-administrative relations has eroded the possibility to rely on the civil service in the policy-making process. At the same time, the support structures of the Prime minister have become much efficient and stronger.

What is very important in understanding the functioning of current Government, as well as previous Government: key coordinating ministers -- the Ministers of Finance and Justice -- have lost its right to veto proposals during the harmonisation procedure, that was practised previously. This has reduced the possibility of conflicts that emerged from vetoes put by these Ministers, but may erode the co-ordination of policy under the previous Government. Politicians may now too easily bypass the technical controversies of proposals.

Under previous governments the Ministry of Justice had exceptionally influential role in the Cabinet. One of the reasons was that draft bills from line ministries had often a low quality due to the lack of lawyers in line ministries. Besides, the Minister with academic background has enormous influence on the previous PM. The Ministry of Justice used its veto role in harmonisation process not only from the legal perspective.  The Ministry started to intervene into the policy-making, using one's right to define the legislative time-schedules of line ministries and to refuse of the countersignature during the harmonisation procedure, referring to the conceptual disagreement. At the same time the MJ did not offer other acceptable alternatives to the proposed and simply killed the draft bill. Under the current government the role of the MJ has substantially decreased. This is a sign that policy has become less legalistic and that political considerations are prevailing: formerly the absence of some regulation was sufficient reason for the refusal to take the policy initiative.

Decrease of the role of the minister of foreign affairs could be explained by the substantial increase of the role of PM in the accession of Estonia into the EU. At the same time, accession into the EU has enhanced competence of minister of finance, minister of agriculture and minister of internal affairs, because these areas of government have the priority in that process. 

Strength of the party the minister belongs and his/her position in the party cannot be underestimated in analysing discretion and competence of the minister. In the former Government approximately half of ministers were apolitical or did not have binding connections with coalition political parties. Their autonomy relied on the personal strong support of external interest groups. Many decisions were muddled through in their interest and these did not support coalition's political interests. In the Cabinet appointed after the last elections in 1999 only three ministers were not elected to the parliament and they were active members of parties. Ministers with active party affiliation are following relatively accurately political guidelines from its party and are informing Riigikogu factions about their activities weekly.  

5. 2. Authority and competence of the Prime Minister 

During the first period in the office the rigorous right-wing young Prime Minister (32) aimed to introduce the completely collegial decision-making style. Due to several reasons (which should be analysed separately) he was urged to assert for more influential role in the cabinet and he established the informal decision-making body form politicians and civil servants selected personally by the Prime Minister. (So called backdoor room.) The more this group intervened into the Government policy-making, the sharper the conflict became. As the result Estonia had Christmastide government. 

Formally, the Prime Minister is the chairman of the cabinet in Estonia. He has formal authority to form the cabinet and dismiss individual ministers. This formal authority of the Prime Minister is remarkably constrained due to fact that the cabinet is formed in the course of long and complicated negotiations and bargains between various coalition partners. Therefore, releasing of individual ministers by the PM is almost impracticable assignment, unless of solemn deficiency in ministers activities would occur.

In addition, the Prime Minister does not possess the authority to enact decrees, that is the competence of individual Minister. If one will add influential position of individual ministers in their administrative fields, the impression could be that PM in Estonia has not any instruments to shape or even control the decision-making in the cabinet. The young and inexperienced head of the government thought in the same manner and his attempt to create artificial quasi-structure failed.

In 1999, the same Prime Minister formed the new cabinet from successors of previous coalition partners. Even though role the Prime Minister is less transparent, he has much influential position in decision-making than during the previous period in office. Strong position of the PM could be explained through following factors: 

(a)	Prime Minister has take in charge in directing and supervising the very clear and legitimate priorities of policy agenda, first of all European integration and PA reform; 

(b)	 PM has very skilfully relied on the Government support structures [Paterson, Southern 1991:96] and is achieved therefore quite efficient co-ordination of policy in these areas; 

(c)	PM has been able to ensure, via effective political manoeuvres, the implicit support to decision or solutions that coincide with his political aims;

(d)	Individual Ministers are considering the PM as the main warrant to the integrity and survival of the Government.

In analysing the factors evoking strong position of the head of the government, the role of support structures of the Prime Minister should be emphasised.

5.3. Functions and competence of the Prime Minister office and the State Chancellery

Successfully developed prime ministerial staff should possess three main functions [Blondel& Golosov]: 

(a)	Co-ordination of policy-making and assuring effective preparation of policies; 
(b)	Acting as policy filter through decomposing drafts of government bill before the meetings of the government; 
(c)	Monitoring policy implementation to guarantee steady functioning of policy implementation and accordance of policy with the political spirit of government. 

In Estonia there are three different support structures of the Prime Minister, which are formally units of the State Chancellery (for further details see figure 1):

(a)	The Prime Ministers Office (consisting of advisors of the PM, technical secretariat and PM speakers' bureau);
(b)	The State Secretary (relying to legislation department and department of Government sessions); 
(c)	Bureau of Public Administration and European Integration Office 


5.3.1.The staff of Prime Ministers Office is not very numerous. When PM came into office first on 1992, he abolished the advisors staff that mirrored the structure of ministries. I.e. according to the current PM his staff should not be the inter-ministerial coordinating structure. This is in his opinion conducive to the bureaucratisation of policy-making at the cabinet. The role of inter-ministerial coordination has the cabinet meeting, and official and semi-official ministerial committees. Basic role of PM advisers is the harmonisation of policy proposals with the general line of the Government. Providing the information and background information about policy projects to the PM is the second relevant function of political advisors. The legalistic style of policy making is still prevalent in Estonia. Therefore the translation of draft bills into the policy language may have crucial importance in the following of coherent policy. In the cabinet meeting as well at the Government session, the PM is the other person -- alongside with the Minister who presents the proposal -- who is competent to discuss the issue. Such kind of preparatory work made by the staff may be quite important variable in increasing the PM power-recourse in the Government. Therefore the PM can often sum up at the cabinet meetings: "there are no other arguments; hence the majority is for (or against) proposal". Besides, the latent controversies in the cabinet are a very favourable soil to logroll decisions that is backed by the PM.

Advisors to the PM with assistance of selected loyal civil servants are independently and supplementary elaborating alternative proposals for the PM, for instance the budget proposals. These are issues, where the PM would like to have an alternative vision or -- together with the individual minister - would not like to delegate this issue to the ministerial civil servants for the policy advice. This role should be studied in more detail.

And finally, PM staff is acting as smooth input of the interest group influence. One of the two economic advisors is focused on this role. The ability to rely on the external sources of power may increase the independence of PM in the Government and to promote the development towards the leader-centred cabinet. [Blondel, 1982, p. 71-3]

5.3.2.The State Chancellery headed by the State Secretary is the support structure of the Government according to the Constitution. According to the Government of the Republic Act main functions of the State Chancellery (SC) are to manage the operations of and provide support services to the Government and to manage the relations of the Government with the Riigikogu. So, formally the State Secretary is responsible for preparation of the government meetings and revision of bills from the viewpoint of legal correctness before bills are presented for the approval to the Government session. This more or less technical role may acquire supplementary political importance in Estonia, where the quality of the legal advice to the minister is often below the optimum. The diminishing role of the Ministry of Justice has increased the role of the department of legislation as the final filter before the Government decisions.

Due to the intensive legislation programme and cumbersome procedure of the harmonisation of draft bills, individual ministers started more frequently to present draft bills into the government agenda as extraordinary. As a result the workload of the legislation department of SC is increased and it is urged to fulfil the role of ad hoc mediator in ironing out the legally adjusted draft bills.

5.3.3.Bureau of Public Administration (PAB) and European Integration Office (EIO) are subunits of the SC. Formally the main function of these units should be collecting and analysing the information. Under previous Government they had approximately similar role. The former Government established EIO in situation, when the coordinating role in EU affairs was in hands of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. This was one of reasons why the development of the capacity of EU accession inside the Estonian government was very poorly coordinated.

Currently their roles have substantially changed. These structures has become more and more not only as advisors to the PM -- via commissions they are assisting- but also as effective coordinating structures, assisting the PM in policy-making and more or less directly managed by the PM. Leadership and the staff of these offices participate at the cabinet meeting that is not permitted for the rest of civil service.

One of the main tasks of the EIO is to prepare and conduct meetings of Council of Higher Civil Servants (CHCS) with vice-chancellors to the Ministry as members. Its role is to deal with European integration issues including information exchange, but as well policy planning and implementation monitoring.** The efficiency of Council of Civil Servants may be as an example, how important is for the inter-ministerial committees to have the strong support structure. The office is acting like filter between the Council and the Prime Minister, informing political level about problems and channelling to the Prime Minister politically sensitive issues requiring political support and relevant to the political authority to be decided. 

EU issues have high priority in the policy agenda. Therefore in settling the coordination problems the PM may to rely on the more authoritarian style of directing, that otherwise could not be tolerated. Actually the EIO is implementing all the three key roles of PA staff – co-ordination, filtration and monitoring. 

The mission of the Bureau of Public Administration is to define the objectives of public administration reform in Estonia. These objectives contain extremely difficult alternatives and solutions. Therefore the PAB has much harder problems in asserting one's coordinating role.*** For example, at the first stage of policy planning the Ministry of Interior (MI) was in charge of the PA reform. The very ambitious and inexperienced politician with the background of private sector headed it. After his appointment as the Mayor of the Estonian capital, Tallinn, the role of the MI in developing the PA reform has substantially decreased. Hence the PM managed to increase the role of BPA in recent stage of the reform planning.  
*  Besides most of politicians are considering this reform as the source of probable political failure and as issue that cannot bring a fast political profit. Therefore the co-ordination of the formation of PA reform agenda is terribly difficult task. Here the mechanism applied in case of EU coordination is not relevant.

The role of PAB as coordinating support structure to the PM is the initiation of discourse and filtration of issues and solutions that are ripe to decision. The role of the PA Council is also rather different. This ministerial commission is the device for suppressing the opposition through the formal voting of issues. However, it is applied not frequently.

In sum the analysis of formal and informal tasks of PM staff revealed that it may successfully deal with the balancing of the decentralisation of the Government administrative structures and to assure the influential position of the Prime Minister in the cabinet.

5.4. The Role of Government Commissions: new roles under the new Cabinet

Formation of various government committees could be considered as effective mechanism of decentralisation of government and application of consultation mechanism for public involvement into policy formulation. However analysis of Estonian example reveal rather negative influence of government committees to political integrity and effectiveness of the cabinet, in case certain principles of their work are not followed.

According to GRA three types of government committees can be established:

a)	Committees of ministers
b)	Inter-ministerial committees
c)	Committees of experts

Under the previous cabinet the spontaneous process of the creation of committees resulted in approximately 290 various committees. Objectives and outcomes of the committees were defined not clearly enough and accountability lines between politician and civil servants were blurred. The probable roles of committees in strengthening the administrative dimension of decision-making are perfectly exemplified by the change of the committees’ role that took place after the new Government came into office. 

Previous Government established many committees with very broad issues to be discussed and settled. This was in fact the process of segmentation of government decision-making, that made discussions and decisions more time consuming and less effective. This was a reason why Ministers started to delegate the participation in these committees to the civil servants, who started make decisions on the behalf of the politician. In case the issue is very broadly defined, the Minister has not enough time to get into details and, as the result, these details are decided by the civil service at committees. Therefore the committee of ministers inevitably transformed into the inter-ministerial committee that should have substantially another role and competence in the decision-making process. This is the principal shortcoming of ministerial commission. Hence the intention of the new Government to reduce the role of ministerial committees was quite understandable and justified. In case the government is establishing such kind of committees, their objectives and outcomes are much concrete and well defined. Besides, PM at the cabinet meeting is appointing small ad hoc committees for the resolution of concrete disagreements. These are not established by the Government decree, but by the protocol decision. Therefore they ceased to exist as soon as the agreement has been achieved. This is one more device for the neutralisation of conflicts in the Government as well as the source of supplementary power resource for the PM. (Kingdom, 1991, p.332) On the other hand, these ad hoc committees are increasing the impact and access of interest groups to the government decision-making locus.

According to GRA inter-ministerial committees are staffed by civil servants and steered by minister appointed by government. Under the previous Government these commissions did not have quite frequently clear directives and instruction from politicians. Therefore many of policy proposals that were worked out, were later not approved by the cabinet or fuel new discussions. Current Government launched important renovation of these committees. First of all, advisory and expert functions of civil servants was defined more explicitly alongside with the more clear statement of objectives and political directives.  

GRA requires that the decree establishing the inter-ministerial committee must contain very clear statements of objectives, working procedures, sources of financing, outcome expected and deadline of presenting proposals. Actually these decrees contained the list of participants and a very general statement of purpose of the committee. Therefore many of committees ceased to exist after several meetings.

Current government is much explicitly following not only the letter but also the spirit of these formal requirements. At the same time members of Government are trying more carefully to play the role of the political supervision over the committee. This has reduced the probability that Government may deny the proposal coming from committee.

The impression of relative effectiveness of the work of committees may emerge in comparison with the previous Government. Besides, because the low consistency of policy after the change of the government, the new one may by more active in steering and promoting the work in commissions. Therefore the actual role of committees under the current Government would be more explicit after some time.

6. Summary. 

Current government has set up in the Coalition Agreement the priority to increase substantially the political decision-making capacity of the Government and ministers. The purpose derived from the very low decision-making capacity of the former Government. That was not only minority Government but also politically very splintered body that was at the end paralysed by internal controversies. Efficiency of policy-making did not increased after top civil service started directly to intervene into the policy-making. Proposals offered by them were substantially revised at the cabinet level, blocked by the endless discussion or simply denied as unacceptable.

Current Government from the very beginning started to find alternative structural and procedural solutions.** New cabinet took the issue of unity very seriously. At the start it was proposed, that the Government should present all the draft bills from coalition to the Parliament. This principle was revised after the honeymoon and the Coalition Council started the control policy proposals from the Parliament. 
 Although any serious regulation of Government working procedures was not adopted, the work of this Government is based, at least up to the present day, on the different principles and has opposite results. In spite the political composition of the Government is even more heterogeneous, it is a very coherent body that would make quite fast and radical decisions. This is the first impression, at least. The variables that enable to retain the unity and effectiveness are in our opinion also variables that may break this unity.

1.	Political dimension and political decisions are very clearly separated and Government is focused on the obviously political decisions. To retain the control over the elaboration of routine and technically complex policies, the Government has, on the one hand, distanced the top civil service (chancellors, county governors) as far as possible from the final decision-making. On the other hand, Ministers appointed to these positions politically or personally loyal persons. 

2.	Government is relying on the structures and levels of decision-making that could minimise the possibility of latent conflicts and explicit controversies inside the Government could institutionalise and splinter the coalition.

3.	Estonian politics is still very adversarial and, hence, the cementing role of opposition is extremely important variable of the coalition unity.

4.	Cabinet has focused on the regulative policy, that enables clear and fast decisions, but that, however, would have quite conflicting results.

5.	Government is highly dependent on the interest groups. Its pressure may increase internal controversies, but at the same time may reduce the direct political responsibility of single minister before the coalition.

6.	Current Government has very clear and legitimate, external policy objectives, such as entrance into the EU and NATO, public administration reform (PAR) etc. Hence the role of the Prime Minister (PM) has increased substantially and Government is approaching to the leader-centred cabinet.

7.	Estonia is a very corporatist society. Hence personal relations between officials are developing very soon into very informal relations even between members of coalition and opposition parties.


We may conclude. Government policy-making is well co-ordinated in sense that members of the Government does not make unpredictable and sudden steps that would break the consensus, because these steps may oppose to the principal interests and views of the other minister or Government. But, the activist policy-making style [De Vries], emphasise on the regulative policy solutions** This policy-making style is based on the choice between clear alternatives and have quite fast output. But the long-term outcomes of these solutions on the basic social trends is very hard to foresee. [B. Rothstein] and substantial ideological differences may lead and has resulted in the weakly co-ordinated policy in the sense of its internal consistency. 

We have serious ground to relate Estonian Government into the box one in the Table, presented by Blondel and Golosov. Because the decentralisation of Government decision-making is remarkable and integrity of policy in sense of teamwork in the cabinet is substantial, especially in comparison with previous minority cabinet. Our main aim was, however, not simply to relate the complex process of the Government decision making to some ideal-type. We intended to show, what variables are contributing and what restraining the development of the Government in Estonia towards the quadrant one.
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